Premium Components for
Your Hydroelectric Power Plants
Schunk’s premier brush grades and dust extraction system
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Components for Smooth Current Transmission
at Hydroelectric Power Plants

Components for Smooth Current Transmission
at Dust Extraction Systems

In order to have an efficient hydroelectric power plant, every component has to function smoothly and with low
maintenance efforts. This also applies to the area of the generator where the carbon brushes ensure the current
transmission and are thus often a decisive factor for the performance of the entire system.

As is the nature of carbon brush wear, dust is an inevitable part of most Hydro generators operations. Schunk
has therefore, developed a system to help keep this conductive dust material away from the essential generators
electrical components and further help with operational efficiency.
Dust Extraction Systems

Premier Brush Materials
With many larger hydroelectric power plants still using brushes for current transfer, the best grade for your application is
the easiest way to improve life, availability and reduce system dust. Schunk materials have been used in the Hydro Power
industry for over a half century and are globally available in the common sizes used by dams around the world.
With 6 of the top 10 global hydro generator
manufacturers now choosing Schunk brushes
for their equipment, our materials are qualified
and trusted by many plants and the largest
Hydro dams in the world including Brazil’s
Itaipu & China’s Three Gorges!
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Every Dust Collection System will be unique. Schunk supports each project
with an engineering review and rendering to ensure the current density, suction
rate and supporting manifold all work for your system and slip ring set up.

Schunk Brush Grades and Common Application Ranges
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The dust extraction system for brush wear (CDE - Dust Extraction System) is an engineered system that coordinates dust
extraction with carbon brushes and holders. This system can be integrated into new generators or be easily and cost-
efficiently retrofitted into existing ones. Thus we offer you higher reliability, less downtime and lower maintenance costs.

Schunk CDE Retrofit
on a Hydro Generator

The Best Solution for Your System
Our plug-in brush holder
with an integrated extraction
device permits a smooth and
dust-free use of the generator
during operation. Hence, p
 erfect
current transmission is possible
at all times, even under the
harshest of conditions.

Take advantage of these benefits:
¬ High degree of effectiveness through
precise positioning of the brushes
¬ Optimal protection against accidental
contact of electrically-charged parts
¬ Absolute reliability through the highest quality of the individual elements
¬ Extraction of particles directly
from the carbon brushes

Carbon Brush

A Look at the Common Brushes Schunk
Provides into the Hydro Power Market.
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Double-Clamp-Holder
with Dust Extraction Connector

Schunk – A worldwide success.
Always at your side.
Schunk is the world leader in the development, production, and application
of carbon, ceramic, quartz and sintered metals solutions. Like no other,
Schunk combines innovative strength and technological know-how with an
extraordinary service orientation to supply a range of performances unique
to the market. Schunk is a partner who offers you all the technological
possibilities of a globally active company and can implement your ideas
pragmatically and tailor-made to your requirements – whether these are for
industrial large-volume markets or highly specialized niche markets.

The Schunk Group
Empowering, idea-driven, collaborative – this is how the Schunk Group has made
a name for itself as a globally-active technology group since 1913. Empowering,
because we build bridges for our customers to help them develop better products
and conquer new markets with innovative technologies. Idea-driven, because
innovations are a significant aspect of our company culture. Collaborative, because
every employee of the Schunk Group is focused on the customer.
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The Schunk Group is a globally operating technology company. The company
is a leading supplier of products made of high-tech materials – such as carbon,
technical ceramics and sintered metal – as well as machines and systems – from
environmental simulation and air conditioning to ultrasonic welding and optical
machines. The Schunk Group has more than 9,000 employees in 29 countries
and achieved sales of €1.2 billion in 2020.
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